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or	aP-3btz-3at + b = 0,
whence	b(l-3t2) = a(3t-ts),
,	6      3<-f3
tan0=- = I— ^,,
so that, by the well-known trigonometrical formula,
that is, J?D trisects the angle ABC.
(y)   J%e Conchoids of Nicomedes.
Nicomedes invented a curve for the specific purpose of solving such vtv(rei$ as the above. His date can be fixed with sufficient accuracy by the facts (1) that he seems to have criticized unfavourably Eratosthenes's solution of the problem of the two mean proportionals or the duplication of the cube, and (2) that Apollonixis called a certain curve the 'sister of the cochloid \ evidently out of compliment to Nicomedes. Nicomedes must therefore have been about intermediate between Eratosthenes (a little younger than Archimedes, and therefore born about 280 b.c.) and Apollonius (born probably about 264 B.C.).
The curve is called by Pappus the cochloid (/coxAoeiSi)? ypajjifjLTJ), and this was evidently the original name for it; later, e.g. by Proclua, it was called the conchoid (KoyxoeLSrjs ypafjL/jLTJ). There were varieties of the cochloidal curves; Pappus speaks of the 'first7, 'second', 'third' and 'fourth', observing that the ' first ' was used for trisecting an angle and duplicating the cube, while the others were xiseful for other investigations.1 It is the 'first' which concerns us here. Nicomedes constructed it by means of a mechanical device which may be described thus.2 AB is a ruler with a slot in it parallel to its length, FE a second ruler fixed at right angles to the first, with a peg 0 fixed in it. A third ruler JPC pointed at P has a slot in it parallel to its length which fits the peg G. D is a fixed peg on PC in a straight line with the nlot, and D can move freely along the slot in AB. If then the ruler PC moves so that the peg D describes the
1 Pappus, iv, p. 244. 18 20.	a   //;., pp. 242-4.

